HOW ABOUT THIS FOR A FIRST CLASS
MODEL DISPLAY CASE ?
A BRIEF LOOK AT
AN OCTOBER
SATURDAY AT THE
SFO AIRPORT
With W.J. Lund & Friends
Text/Photos: Mick Burton
Models: Warren James Lund

Saturday October 28 2017 was not spent
by this author at IPMS-AVG show that’s
been a stalwart standard trip for many a
year.
No, because it was a once in lifetime day
to see and hear from our own Warren J.
“Jim” Lund, along with a few select other
folk who know him, introduce this 300 +
Model Collection donation of his, to the
SFO Air Museum. While underway for
a while, this was the “special day for it”

As you might be able to make out, there were plenty of seats to take you and plenty of nice
FREE booklets to pick up along with a colorful brochure introducing this newest donation.
Curator Dennis Sharp was our host, and he had his team get a very professional presentation
setup in place. Including the front row center projector which ran a great series of slides of
small portion of Jim’s own spectacular photographs, which contextualize his model subjects.
Many favorites of mine , two seen below. Jim’s big An-22 Antei, and the “Carvair” DC-4.

Before any formal speaking, we had a splendid tour all, lead by Jim, of course !

The Display Cases are literally room divided into PreWar and PostWar Groups

Curator Dennis Sharp leads us off . That’s Mr Jim and good friend Mr William T. “Bill”
Larkins, seated in front of me. Jim spoke, then Chris Bucholtz gave an interesting turn…

After an hour lunch break, we returned to get
great tales of “My Friend Warren” from the
dean of Aviation Photography, Mr Larkins.
He was followed by Doug Emmons who regaled
us on travails of “museum model restoration”

As Jim (“Warren”) makes his way back to
his seat and Dennis Sharp returns to lead
us into the next phase, I’ll include this pic
of another favorite of mine from Jim’s big
collection.
That’s the Tupelov Tu-114, “Cleat” which
was airliner derived from the Tu-20 “Bear”

Here is a good look at the very respectable and respectful video wall at the Museum

A closing look wrapup with one of Prewar Cases and a tribute to Jim’s photography
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Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ AH HAH ! That JIM LUND fellow HAS BEEN AT IT AGAIN, BUILDING While Others Only Talk About It”
This excerpt from the SVSM TAMS is a bit of a departure, and made at the request of a very dear friend and long
time contributing member, Mr W. J. “ Jim “ Lund. I hope all who read it appreciate him as much as we do, always.
Below are three “covers” for another publication this Editor was fortunate to be able to produce, ALL BECAUSE OF
THIS GENTLEMAN’s SUPERB ABILITY AND GENEROSITY OF SPIRIT, which truly merits all the honors in life
If you’d like to read full story for each, link here for PDFs http://www.mickbmodeler.com/the-jim-lund-page.php

PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY
AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few
forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING
(if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

